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Abstract. The quality assessment and checking the consistency of mod-
els, as the main artifacts in Model Driven Development (MDD), should
be given enough attention. In designing enterprise applications, design-
ers are interested into using Pattern Languages, e.g., Fowler’s Patterns of
Enterprise Application Architecture (EAA). However, applying a pattern
needs expertise and novice designers are vulnerable to make mistakes in
using patterns.
In this paper, we present a critiquing process called Sign/Criteria/Repair
(SCR) for verification of the application of EAA patterns in a design.
The process aims to detect whether the patterns are used correctly or
consistently, and to help the designer in repairing the problems if the
patterns are used wrongly. To evaluate the idea behind SCR, we decided
to integrate it into existing tools, and see how these environments can
help the designer in detecting and fixing problems in a model. As our
case study, we have selected six EAA patterns and three state of the art
environments, ArgoUML, Epsilon, and OCLE.
The results show that all three environments are successful in the detec-
tion of problems in models, albeit, repairing the problems is doable only
by ArgoUML and Epsilon. Furthermore, the effort needed for critiquing
a model and writing the code for detection and repair of problems is not
the same in all environments.
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1 Introduction

The emergence of Model Driven Development (MDD), and related approaches
such as the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [1], as a new paradigm in software
engineering, has caused new challenges in many of the software engineering as-
pects. One of the important aspects is software quality management, and it needs
to be considered with a special attention. Since the models are the main artifacts
which drive software development in MDD, quality assessment and consistency
checking of models is an important issue. While people use models to enhance
the quality of software, most of the time, the quality of the models themselves is
forgotten [2]. Furthermore, the tool assistance for quality assurance is inevitable
since merely manual inspection or review of designs is not enough [3].
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2 Critiquing the Application of Pattern Languages on UML Models

The quality of software per se, is highly dependent on the verification and
validation (V&V) of models. V&V are quality techniques that are meant to pre-
vent as well as detect errors, inconsistencies, and incompleteness in the models.
Verification is concerned with the syntactic correctness of models, whereas vali-
dation deals with semantic meanings and their value to the users of the system.
In addition to syntactic correctness (e.g., class name must be singular noun) and
semantic consistency (e.g., class must represent a cohesive set of responsibilities),
the designer should pay attention to the completeness and aesthetic symmetry
(e.g., class must be well-sized) of models [2]. The work presented in this paper
belongs to the verification category.

In UML documents, e.g., in UML 2.0 Infrastructure [4], there exist some
quality checks that are defined in the form of constraints or well-formedness
rules (WFR). WFR help validate the abstract syntax and help identify errors.
For instance, one WFR implies that “circular inheritance is not allowed in UML
models.” In addition to natural language, UML uses Object Constraint Language
(OCL) [5] for expressing WFR in a precise manner. However, for many of the
syntax checks and almost all of the semantic and aesthetic checks, there is no
formalism available and they are explained by natural language. Here is where
CASE tools come to play and can help designers in checking the quality of the
models. There is existing work [6] in defining quality checklists for UML models.
Nevertheless, most of the semantic and aesthetic criteria are contingent on the
underlying domain of the model.

In this paper, our goal is to present a process and tool support for quality
assessment of models that are using a pattern language. The process, called
Sign/Criteria/Repair (SCR), can be viewed as a critiquing process which helps
designers to find problems in application of patterns in their design and to follow
the wizards for repairing the problems. Instead of building yet another tool, we
decided to integrate the SCR process into some existing modeling tools. This
shows how the SCR process can be implemented in different environments, and
how tools are ready for extension. In our experiments, we are focusing on Martin
Fowler’s “Patterns of Enterprise Architecture Applications” (Patterns of EAA)
[7]. As our case study, we have selected six EAA patterns and three state of the
art environments, ArgoUML [6], OCLE [8], and Epsilon [9].

There exist several works related to critiquing a design. Some works focus
specifically on detecting design patterns [10–13], while others intended to work
on quality assessment of models [14, 3, 15]. The most comprehensive design cri-
tiquing system presented until now seems to be ArgoUML [6].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly in-
troduce Patterns of EAA as a pattern language. In Section 3, the SCR process
for critiquing a model against a pattern is introduced. In Section 4, we will be
familiar with selected test environments. In Section 5, the case studies of appli-
cation of the SCR process on selected tools are described. Finally, in Section 6,
we conclude and discuss our plans for future work.
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Critiquing the Application of Pattern Languages on UML Models 3

2 Patterns of EAA as a Pattern Language

In his book, Patterns of EAA [7], Martin Fowler has defined over forty patterns
as solutions to recurring problems, which are applicable to web-based enterprise
applications. The set of patterns introduced in the book are related to each other
and can be used to describe an application as a whole. Therefore, they can be
viewed as a Pattern Language for Enterprise Applications.

Following the idea of three-layer (three-tiered) architecture for object ori-
ented platforms, the patterns in the book are decomposed into three layers,
presentation, domain, and data source. The presentation layer is responsible for
user interface, the domain layer deals with domain logic and business rules, and
the data source layer is related to communicating with database of the system.
Figure 1 shows some of the patterns of EAA and their placement in three-layer
architecture.

Fig. 1. Some of the Patterns of EAA in a Three-Layer Architecture

Patterns of EAA is a well-known source to be used by designers of enterprise
applications, albeit, applying a pattern needs expertise and the novice designers
are vulnerable to make mistakes in using patterns. Therefore, providing tool
support for the verification of the correct usage of patterns is a fruitful research.
To make our case study simple and concrete enough, we have selected four
patterns from “data source layer” including Table Data Gateway, Row Data
Gateway, Active Record, and Data Mapper, as well as two other patterns Remote
Façade from “distribution patterns” and Money from “basic patterns.” In the
following, we summarize the definition of the Active Record pattern, which is
the target of our discussions in the coming sections.

Active Record: An object that wraps a row in a database table or view, en-

capsulates the database access, and adds domain logic on that data [7].
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4 Critiquing the Application of Pattern Languages on UML Models

Fig. 2. The Active Record Pattern [7]

The essence of the Active Record pattern is that its data structure matches
with the database correspondingly, and it has all the operations for loading and
saving the data into database. As indicated in Figure 2, this pattern plays the
role of a bridge between the database and the outside world.

3 SCR Critiquing Process

The review of the state of the art critiquing systems done in [15] reveals that there
are two spectrums for a critiquing process. At one spectrum, there is a simple
two-step detect/advise process. At the other end, there is a comprehensive five-
step process which adds the possibility of logging and advising to the process.
However, there is no consensus on the main structural elements of a critiquing
process.

In this section we propose a simple three-step critiquing process, called
Sign/Criteria/Repair (SCR), for verifying the application of a pattern in a de-
sign. That means, the SCR process aims to detect when a pattern is used,
whether the pattern is used wrongly, and help the designer in repairing the
problems that are found in the application of the pattern. It should be noted
that this process is applicable for any pattern and is not limited to patterns of
EAA. The SCR critiquing process consists of the following three steps.

1. Sign: The first and most important property of a pattern is its sign. Each
pattern has a unique sign. Most of the times, the sign is simply indicated
by a class which has corresponding stereotype. Checking the Sign is the first
step of applying the SCR process.

2. Criteria: The second property of a pattern is a set of criteria that indicates
sound usage of the pattern. Criteria are specific requirements to be held. If
all the requirements are met, a message will be displayed to the designer to
inform her about using the pattern and stating that the usage of pattern is
correct. For each failed criterion, a warning message will be reported to the
designer.

3. Repair: Repair is dependent on the result of criteria evaluation. For correct
usage of a pattern, no repair is needed. For problematic usage of a pattern,
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Critiquing the Application of Pattern Languages on UML Models 5

if there is a wizard for fixing any of the problems, upon designer’s request,
the repair takes place and an appropriate message will be displayed to the
designer. Otherwise, a message is shown to the designer to inform her to fix
the problem manually.

To simplify the detection of patterns of EAA, we exploit one of the powerful
extension mechanisms [4] of UML models by defining stereotypes corresponding
to the names of patterns. Table 1 shows the stereotypes that are considered
for each pattern. In addition, more stereotypes are defined to represent specific
operations. Table 2 shows the stereotypes that should be used for corresponding
operations.

Table 1. The Stereotypes Used for Recognizing Patterns

Stereotype Base Class Corresponding Pattern

<<tabledatagateway>> Class Table Data Gateway

<<rowdatagateway>> Class Row Data Gateway

<<activerecord>> Class Active Record

<<datamapper>> Class Data Mapper

<<remotefacade>> Class Remote Façade

<<money>> Class Money

Table 2. The Stereotypes Used for Recognizing Operations

Stereotype Base Class Corresponding Operation

<<insert>> Operation insert

<<delete>> Operation delete

<<update>> Operation update

<<find>> Operation find

<<getter>> Operation get

<<setter>> Operation set

Let us illustrate how to apply the SCR process in critiquing the application
of the Active Record pattern.

1. Sign: The context should be a class with stereotype <<activerecord>>.
2. Criteria: The requirements of a sound Active Record pattern are as follows.

a) The class needs some attributes. Preferably, one attribute for each col-
umn in the database table. To make it easy, we need at least one attribute
for the class. The name and type of the attribute are not significant.

b) The class needs at least four operations for insert(), delete(), update(),
and find(). Each operation is recognized by its name or stereotype. As
it is mentioned in previous section, we are using the UML extension
mechanism of stereotypes as an alternate way of detecting an operation.
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6 Critiquing the Application of Pattern Languages on UML Models

For instance, if the name of operation starts with “insert” or if it has
stereotype <<insert>>, then we recognize it as insert() operation.

3. Repair: According to the Criteria, there are two possibilities for errors in
using the Active Record pattern. Either the attribute or one of the operations
could be forgotten. Therefore, the wizard for fixing the problems will add
the missing attribute or missing operations to the class. If the attribute is
missing, i.e., there is no attribute in the class, an arbitrary attribute with
name “newAtt” and type “int” is created. If any of four operations is missing,
appropriate operation is created without parameter and with return type
“void.” After fixing each problem, an informative message is displayed to
the designer to aware her of the change.

For critiquing the application of other three data source layer patterns, the SCR
process works very similar to the above, however there are some differences. For
Table Data Gateway pattern, no attribute is required and the return type of
the find() operation must be Record Set type. This also shows an example of
checking the consistency of a model that is using a pattern language. For Row
Data Gateway pattern, find() operation must belong to another class which is a
client for the current class. Therefore, we need to check the dependency between
classes in the Criteria part. For Data Mapper pattern, no attribute is required
and the mapper class should act as a client for another class.

The Criteria for the Remote Façade pattern and the Money pattern are
completely different. The Money pattern has two simple requirements: the class
should have two specific attributes named amount and currency. For the Remote
Façade pattern, there should be only getter and setter methods, and the number
of such methods should be considerable. We have considered four as the threshold
for the number of getter and setter methods in Remote Façade pattern.

To integrate the SCR process into an IDE, we need to have facilities for
describing the Sign, the Criteria, and the Repair and be able to invoke each of
these parts from the IDE. Instead of building such environment, we decided to
integrate the process into existing tools to perform our case studies.

4 Test Environments

To perform our case studies, we have selected three state of the art tools, Ar-
goUML, OCLE, and Epsilon as test environments. In this section we provide an
overview for each of these test environments.

4.1 ArgoUML

ArgoUML [6] is an open source UML modeling tool that supports all stan-
dard UML 1.4 diagrams. Besides features such as diagram editor and reverse
engineering of compiled Java codes, ArgoUML is a design critiquing tool. As
the creator of ArgoUML defines “A design critic is an intelligent user interface
mechanism embedded in a design tool that analyzes a design in the context of
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decision-making and provides feedback to help the designer improve the design”
[15].

Simply put, ArgoUML has predefined agents, called critics, that are con-
stantly investigating the current model and if the conditions for triggering a
critic are held, the critic will generate a ToDo item (this item is called a cri-
tique) in the ToDo list. A ToDo item is a short description of the problem, some
guidelines about how to solve the problem, and if there exists, a wizard which
helps the designer to solve the problem automatically.

The critics run as asynchronous processes in parallel with the main ArgoUML
tool. The critics are not intrusive, since the user can totally ignore them or disable
one or all of them by the critics’ configuration menu. The critics are not user
defined, since they all are written in Java and are compiled as part of the tool.
Furthermore, a ToDo item generated by a critic will remain in the ToDo list
until the origin of the problem is vanished, either manually by the designer or
by following the wizards proposed by the tool.

4.2 Epsilon

The Extensible Platform for Specification of Integrated Languages for mOdel
maNagement (Epsilon) [9] is a platform of model management languages for
tasks such as model merging and model transformation. Epsilon has a base lan-
guage called Epsilon Object Language (EOL) [16], for model querying, naviga-
tion, and modification. In addition, Epsilon has a driver language called Epsilon
Model Connectivity (EMC) that enables managing models of different technolo-
gies. EOL is similar to OCL in the sense that it has reused a subset of naviga-
tional features and type system of OCL. However, EOL has added features such
as creation, modification, and deletion of model elements.

Implementing task-specific languages is facilitated by the architecture of Ep-
silon [17]. So far there are six task specific languages built in the context of
Epsilon, including Epsilon Wizard Language (EWL). Epsilon has recently mi-
grated under the Eclipse GMT project [9]. All Epsilon languages, except EWL,
are available after installation of Epsilon plug-in for Eclipse. Since EWL wizards
are inherently user-driven, executing EWL depends on the underlying environ-
ment. As a working environment, Epsilon team has integrated the execution
engine of EWL with ArgoUML [17]. We have selected that version of ArgoUML
which is powered by Epsilon for performing EWL case studies.

4.3 OCLE

Object Constraint Language Environment (OCLE) [8] as a UML CASE tool,
offers many useful features such as full OCL support at both UML meta-model
and model level, a graphical interface for creating UML diagrams, semantic
checking of XML documents described using DTD, and reverse engineering of
DTD files.

At the meta-model level, OCLE checks the well formedness of UML models
against the WFRs specified in UML 1.5. At the model level, OCLE helps users
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in both static and dynamic checking. Dynamic support is offered by means of
the generated Java source code.

By compiling and running constraint files, the user is able to check which of
the invariants is not satisfied by the model (i.e., returns false). However, it is the
user’s responsibility to fix the problems in the model.

In OCLE, the user can create a project consisting of a meta-model file, many
constraint files, and many model files. The meta-model is the UML 1.5 meta-
model which is predefined for every project. Model files can either be created by
the graphic editor or imported from an existing XMI file. Files with extension
“.ocl” contain constraints at the meta-model level and files with extension “.bcr”
include constraints at the model level. Users are able to compile and run the con-
straints against the models. A Compile-time error reflects problems concerning
OCL syntax. A Runtime error means that some of the invariants in constraints
are violated. In this case, an appropriate message is displayed to the user in the
“Evaluation” tab and it is the user’s responsibility to check the model and fix
the error.

5 Case Studies

In this section we describe how much effort is needed to implement the SCR
process for a pattern in each of three environments. We have implemented the
SCR process for all six patterns of EAA in every tool. However, to make our
discussion more concrete, we have provided the source codes and screen shots
only for the Active Record pattern in Appendix I.

5.1 ArgoUML

Applying the SCR process in ArguUML needs Java programming expertise. The
following steps should be followed for implementing each pattern in ArgoUML
[18].

1. Write a critic class for critiquing the application of the pattern. This class
has a predicate method that should implement Sign and Criteria parts of the
SCR process. If the pattern is called “test,” the name of the class should be
“CrTest” and it should be placed in one of the “cognitive.critics” packages.
We have used package “org.argouml.pattern.cognitive.critics.”

2. Add appropriate lines for specifying head and description of the critic to the
configuration file “critics.properties.”

3. Register the critic in class “Init” by adding appropriate lines for defining an
object for the critic and registering that object in class “Agency.”

4. If the critic is supported by a wizard, add a method to critic class for initi-
ating the wizard.

5. Write a wizard class for doing Repair part of the SCR process and place it in
the same package as critic class. It should be noted that, in wizard class we
have a “buildOptions” method which is responsible for building a vector of
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options to be presented to the user. Since there is no association between the
critic class and the wizard class, we need to re-evaluate all the requirements
that we had in the Criteria part to see what options are required to be given
to the user.

We have implemented both critic classes and wizard classes for six selected
patterns of EAA. Since operations for model navigation, model checking, and
model management are required by most of the critics, we have defined a library
of common methods in a class called “GeneralUtils.”

As an example, Listing 1 in Appendix I shows a method from “GeneralU-
tils” class that aims to find an operation in a given class either by name or by
stereotype. Listing 2 shows the source code of the critic for the Active Record
pattern. Due to space limitation, we do not list the source code of the corre-
sponding wizard class. Figure 3 shows the tool interacting with the designer in
fixing the problems found in the application of the Active Record pattern, by
showing a ToDo item, giving options as a wizard, and applying the requested
modifications.

5.2 Epsilon

Among the task-specific languages built atop Epsilon, EWL supports update
transformations interactively with the user and it is the most appropriate one in
Epsilon suit for applying the SCR process. The basic concept in EWL is wizard.
A wizard consists of a name, a guard part, a title part, and a do part. Therefore,
the wizard structure in EWL is compatible with our SCR process. Both Sign
and Criteria parts of the SCR correspond to the guard part of the wizard in
EWL. The Repair part of the SCR corresponds to the do part of EWL.

As it is mentioned in Section 4.2, EWL is integrated with ArgoUML to pro-
vide a working environment. This integration has added a panel named “wizards”
in the user interface of ArgoUML. Users can define the specifications of wizards
and save them to a “wizards.ewl” file located in the installation directory of
ArgoUML. By running ArgoUML and selection of model elements, the guards
of all wizards are evaluated. If the guard of a wizard is evaluated to true, the
title is displayed to the user and the body part is executed.

In EWL, the library of reusable operations should be placed into a file called
“uml.lib” which is placed in the same directory as “wizards.ewl.” As it was
explained earlier, there are many operations which are used by all wizards and
the remedy to prevent duplicate coding is to write such operations once and
reuse them.

Listing 3 in Appendix I demonstrates one of the library operations that aims
to find an operation of a class either by name or by stereotype. One of the
wizards in the “wizards.ewl” file which is related to the Active Record pattern is
shown in Listing 4. Figure 4 shows how the detection and repair of the problems
in applying the Active Record pattern is handled automatically by EWL wizard.
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5.3 OCLE

Considering the SCR process, since both the Sign and Criteria steps are model
independent tasks and need to be verified against the meta-model, we have to
check the Sign and Criteria using OCL in “.ocl” constraint files. However, due
to lack of capability for model modifications by OCL, there is no corresponding
part in our constraints for the Repair step of the SCR. It is up to the user to
check every invariant and, for every failed invariant, the user should fix the cause
of the problem. We will revisit this issue in the conclusion section.

In a project there could be many “.ocl” files and if any of these files define
a variable or operation, all files have access to it. We have defined reusable
library operations that are needed by many of the constraints in a file called
“GeneralUtils.ocl.”

Listing 5 in Appendix I shows the definition of an operation that finds an
operation in a class, either by name or by stereotype. We have defined all the
constraints related to patterns of EAA in a file called “FowlerPatterns.ocl.”
Listing 6 shows one of the constraints for critiquing the application of the Active
Record pattern. Figure 5 shows how the tool gives appropriate messages in the
Evaluation tab, when some of the constraints are not satisfied.

6 Conclusion and future work

The main idea of critiquing the application of a pattern language for a domain,
e.g., the patterns of EAA, is to detect when a pattern is used, whether the pat-
terns are used correctly and consistently, whether a pattern is used wrongly, and
to help the designer in repairing the problems that are found in the application
of the pattern.

We introduced a verification process named Sign/Criteria/Repair (SCR) for
detecting and repairing the problems (smells) in usage of patterns. A Sign is
the basic characteristic of a pattern, usually in the form of stereotypes. Criteria
are the minimal requirements of the pattern. Repair is a set of steps to fix the
incorrect application of the pattern.

To evaluate the idea of the SCR and its applicability and usefulness in current
modeling tools, we selected six EAA patterns and did experiments with three
state of the art tools, ArgoUML, Epsilon, and OCLE. We observed that each
tool requires different effort and offers different help to the designer. The next
three paragraphs provide a brief discussion of the pros and cons of using each
tool.

Using OCLE needs OCL expertise. Furthermore, writing constraints for cri-
tiquing patterns needs knowledge of the meta-model. OCLE is not meant to fix
the problems in a model due to the nature of OCL language which is not able do
modifications in a model. The tool can not help more than displaying errors to
the user and highlighting the problematic invariants. The user can attach many
constraint files, both at the model level and the meta-model level, to a model
and reuse the existing constraints.
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ArgoUML critics are implemented in Java. Adding new critics requires Java
expertise and is done by modifying the source code; therefore, end-users cannot
add new critics. Due to lack of association between critic and wizard classes,
duplicate evaluation of criteria in the wizard class is needed. This is painful.
Furthermore, it is not possible to define critics using OCL in ArgoUML, since
OCL constraints can be written at the model level only. An important disability
of ArgoUML in applying the SCR process is dependent on the logic behind
critics. The fact is that critics are triggered only when one of the Criteria is
violated, hence there is no possibility to inform the user about correct usage

of a pattern. Despite the difficulty in writing wizards in ArgoUML, they are
interactive and user friendly.

Writing wizards in EWL, for ArgoUML powered by Epsilon, as an offline file
accessible by the end-user is a novel idea. However, the user needs to learn yet
another syntax similar to OCL to apply update transformations on UML models.
The ability to define global variables in EWL is helpful and prevents redundant
calculation of conditions in the Criteria and Repair parts of the SCR process.
Despite the “confirm” interface which ensures that the user is confirming the
changes, executing a wizard in EWL needs to be more interactive. A suggestion
would be to give opportunity to the user to select among a list of problems to be
solved automatically. Overall, EWL is a rich language in model modifications.

To summarize, Table 3 shows how suitable each tool is for each step of the
SCR process.

Table 3. Comparison of Suitability of Tools for the SCR Critiquing Process

SCR Critiquing Process Step

Tool Sign Criteria Repair

OCLE High Medium N/A

ArgoUML Medium Medium Medium

Epsilon High High High

As part of our future work, we aim to synchronize ArgoUML and EWL, since
the concepts of critic/wizard in ArgoUML and wizard in EWL are very close.
As an example, we can add the possibility of doing “update transformations
in the large” [17] to the tool, meaning that upon confirmation by the user, all
wizards are executed at once and hence all the problems in the models are fixed
at a glance. Having the possibility of preview, such as what is available for code
refactoring in IDEs would be another nice feature.

Having a framework for verification of models, such as what JUnit is doing
for testing Java programs, would help users to better see how problematic is
their design, how far they are from a sound design, and how much progress they
made in fixing the problems.
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Appendix I

Listing 1. A library method in ArgoUML to find an operation

public static boolean classHasOpOrSte(Object cls, String op) {

boolean found = false;

Iterator operator = Model.getFacade().getOperations(cls).iterator();

while (operator.hasNext()) {

Object o = operator.next();

String opName = Model.getFacade().getName(o);

if (opName.startsWith(op)) { found = true; break; }

Iterator s = Model.getFacade().getStereotypes(o).iterator();

while (s.hasNext()) {

String sName = Model.getFacade().getName(s.next());

if (sName.equals(op)) { found = true; break; }

}

if (found) break;

}

return found;

}

Listing 2. A critic in ArgoUML for the Active Record pattern

public class CrActiveRecord extends CrUML{

public CrActiveRecord() {

setupHeadAndDesc();

addSupportedDecision(UMLDecision.PATTERNS);

setPriority(ToDoItem.HIGH_PRIORITY);

}

public boolean predicate2(Object dm, Designer dsgr) {

Object aClass = dm;

if (!(Model.getFacade().isAClass(aClass))) return NO_PROBLEM;

if (!GeneralUtils.objectHasSte(aClass, "activerecord"))

return NO_PROBLEM;

if (!GeneralUtils.classHasOp(aClass)) return PROBLEM_FOUND;

if (!GeneralUtils.classHasAtt(aClass)) return PROBLEM_FOUND;

boolean findOperationExist =

GeneralUtils.classHasOpOrSte(aClass, "find");

boolean insertOperationExist =

GeneralUtils.classHasOpOrSte(aClass, "insert");

boolean deleteOperationExist =

GeneralUtils.classHasOpOrSte(aClass, "delete");

boolean updateOperationExist =

GeneralUtils.classHasOpOrSte(aClass, "update");

if ( ! (findOperationExist && insertOperationExist

&& deleteOperationExist && updateOperationExist))

return PROBLEM_FOUND;
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else return NO_PROBLEM;

}

public Class getWizardClass(ToDoItem item) {

return WizActiveRecord.class;

}

}

Listing 3. A library operation in Epsilon (EWL) to find an operation

operation Class hasOpSt (opName : String) : Boolean {

return self.feature.exists(o:Operation | o.name.startsWith(opName) or

o.hasStereotype(opName));

}

Listing 4. A wizard in Epsilon (EWL) for the Active Record pattern

wizard ACTIVERECORD {

guard {

if ( self.isTypeOf(Class) and self.hasStereotype(’activerecord’) )

var insertFound : Boolean;

var deleteFound : Boolean;

var updateFound : Boolean;

var findFound : Boolean;

var attribFound : Boolean;

insertFound := self.hasOpSt(’insert’);

deleteFound := self.hasOpSt(’delete’);

updateFound := self.hasOpSt(’update’);

findFound := self.hasOpSt(’find’);

attribFound := self.feature.exists(a:Attribute|true);

if (insertFound and deleteFound and updateFound and

findFound and attribFound) {

var msg : String;

msg := ’Correct usage of ACTIVE RECORD pattern by class ’ + sel

msg.println();

return false;

}

else { return true; }

}

else {

return false;

}

}

title : ’Problems found in using ACTIVE RECORD Pattern by class ’ + s

do {

var dt : DataType;

dt := DataType.allInstances.select(d:DataType|d.name=’void’).first(

if ( not dt.isDefined() ) {’ERROR, No Void type is found!’.println(
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if (not insertFound) { self.createOperation(’insert’,dt);

’Problem <Missing INSERT Operation> is now fixed’.println(); }

if (not deleteFound) { self.createOperation(’delete’,dt);

’Problem <Missing DELETE operation> is now fixed’.println(); }

if (not updateFound) { self.createOperation(’update’,dt);

’Problem <Missing UPDATE Operation> is now fixed’.println(); }

if (not findFound) { self.createOperation(’find’,dt);

’Problem <Missing FIND Operation> is now fixed’.println(); }

if (not attribFound) { self.createAttribute(’newAtt’,dt);

’Problem <Missing Attribute> is now fixed’.println(); }

}

}

Listing 5. A Library operation in OCLE to find an operation

context Class

def: let hasOpSt ( op : String ) : Boolean =

Operation.allInstances -> exists ( o:Operation |

o.owner = self and

((o.name.substring(0,op.size()-1) = op) or o.hasSt(op)))

Listing 6. A constraint in OCLE for the Active Record pattern

package Foundation::Core

context Class

inv ActiveRecordPattern:

self.hasSt("activerecord") implies

( Attribute.allInstances ->

select ( a:Attribute | a.owner = self) ->

notEmpty() and self.hasOpSt("insert") and

self.hasOpSt("delete") and self.hasOpSt("update")

and self.hasOpSt("find") )
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Fig. 3. Screenshots of applying the critic for the Active Record Patten in ArgoUML
(a) Critic is triggered due to problems; A ToDo Item is created in ToDo list.
(b) Wizard is activated since the user decided to fix the problems using wizard.
(c) User has allowed the wizard to fix all the problems; The missing items are added
to the class.
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Fig. 4. Screenshots of applying the EWL wizard for the Active Record Patten in
ArgoUML powered by Epsilon
(a) Wizard is activated due to problems; wizard title is displayed in the wizards pane.
(b) User has pressed the execute button; Wizard is executed and fixed the problems.
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Fig. 5. Screenshots of checking constraints for the Active Record Patten in OCLE
(a) Constraint is compiled successfully but there is a run-time error.
(b) User has selected error message in Evaluation tab; the false invariant is highlighted.
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